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Website 

Looking for other issues of 
Restoration News? You can 
find them at:  

www.IAAAPrestoration.com 

RAB Meetings 

Upcoming Restoration    
Advisory Board (RAB) 
Meetings 2021: 

 January 12, 9-10:30 am 
VIRTUAL 
 

 April 20, 9-10:30 am 
 West Burlington City Hall 
 

 July 20, 9-10:30 am 
 West Burlington City Hall 
 

 October 19, 9-10:30 am 
 West Burlington City Hall 

FUSRAP Team Poised for Continued Success at IAAAP 
Written by: Andrea Wales 
Public Affairs Specialist, USACE, St. Louis District—FUSRAP 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), St. Louis District, Formerly      
Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program (FUSRAP) has had great success in      
remediating depleted uranium (DU)-contaminated soils at the Iowa Army 
Ammunition Plant (IAAAP) during the 2020 field season. 
 
“I had high expectations for the 2020 field season,” according to FUSRAP   
project manager Mike Kessler. “The entire FUSRAP team met the challenge 
and exceeded my expectations. I couldn’t be happier with the results.” 
Of the 125 survey units (SUs) total at Firing Site-12, about 51 percent (64) 
are “remediation complete” and documented in the Post-Remedial Action       
Report/Final Status Survey Evaluation (PRAR/FSSE) documents.  
 
By the end of last month, 25 additional SUs were Multi-Agency Radiation 
Survey and Site Inspection Manual (MARSSIM) Evaluation Report (MER) 
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Building Demos to 

Date: 408 SQFT: 753,751 

Phase 
# of  

Facilities  
Area (SQFT) 

PHASE 1 

Complete 
84 91,380 

PHASE 2 

Complete 
75 89,780 

PHASE 3 

Complete 
21 61,844 

PHASE 4 

Complete 
42 73,630 

PHASE 5  

Complete 
40 160,662 

PHASE 6 

99% Complete 
78 114,369 

PHASE 7 

90% Complete 
52 191,300 

PHASE 8 

Complete 
32 121,096 

Total Funded to Date: 
424 

Facilities 

904,061 

SQFT 

PHASE 9 

Planning Phase  

(Production Area)      

52 253,081 

Total Scheduled: 
478 

Facilities 

1,157,742  

SQFT 

       26.58 Acres 

IAAAP Building Demolition Status 

Above: Last soil sorting of 2020 field season 
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FUSRAP Continued from page 1 

complete and restored. Once the PRAR/FSSE documents are completed in 2021, the FUSRAP team will 
be at 89 SUs “remediation complete,” or 71 percent. To get there, USACE contractor R8i Cabrera       
Remediation & Construction LLC was able to excavate and process more than 24,350 cubic yards       
exceeding the 2020 FUSRAP goal by 8,350 cubic yards and 2019’s production by 6,883 cubic yards.  
 
R8i Cabrera’s subcontractor, ISO-Pacific Remediation Technologies Inc., provides its ISO-Pacific Soil 
Sorting System and qualified operators to radiologically sort soils at IAAAP. According to Greg Bright, 
project manager for Cabrera Services Inc., “R8i Cabrera was able to exceed its goal and production from 
the previous year for several reasons. After the 2019 field season, the project management team     
evaluated R8i Cabrera’s performance and made some small but significant changes to staffing. R8i 
Cabrera evaluated the performance of vendors providing key equipment to the project, and after     
conducting a cost evaluation, R8i Cabrera made some changes there as well.” 
 
“When we encountered some unexpected and difficult site conditions at the beginning of the 2020 field 
season, we collaborated with USACE and decided to switch the type of screen plant utilized on-site,  
allowing us to process and radiologically screen more soils each day,” he said. “We encountered varying 
soil types and found that we could screen less-cohesive soils at a faster rate than the clay-like soils. By 
managing the input soils, we successfully increased production by as much as 20 percent.”  
Not only had ISO-Pacific implemented lessons learned to maximize productivity, they also streamlined 
sample-collection and data-management processes. Finally, R8i Cabrera’s experienced field team was 
largely retained from the previous season, 
and that continuity resulted in expedited   
progress. 
 
Bright explained that approximately 10 to 15 
percent of soils/debris are diverted as        
radiological waste during the processing of 
soils on-site. The radiological waste requires 
transportation and disposal (T&D) at an off-
site, licensed disposal facility. By exceeding 
2019 goals for excavation and processing, R8i 
Cabrera also increased the waste generated 
in fiscal year 2020. “We plan to continue that trend in FY21 as our excavation and processing goals    
increase,” he said. “We will rely on our extensive experience managing the T&D of radiological waste 
and our relationship with our team subcontractors providing railcars to ensure we can ship the           
increased volume.” 
 
Kessler added, “The R8i Cabrera team set itself up for success excavating the former Test Fire Pit in 
2021.” The former Test Fire Pit is one of the only locations where R8i Cabrera expects to excavate  
deeper than 2 feet below ground surface, which presents some different challenges. In early 2020, R8i 
Cabrera started the development of a Remedial Action Work Plan (RAWP) for Area E to describe how to 

address these challenges, with the ultimate goal of excavating in Area E toward the end of 2020. It soon 
became apparent that more information was required to determine the extent of the subsurface       
radiological contamination in this area. R8i Cabrera developed a Pre-Design Investigation Work Plan for 
sampling Area E with USACE and implemented the work in November 2020.  

 
“We will use these additional data points as 
inputs to our remedial design and plan to 
complete the RAWP in early 2021, allowing 
us flexibility in scheduling the excavation in 
Area E during the 2021 field season,” Bright 
said. “Early testing results confirm the     
estimated quantity of soils in Area E        
requiring excavation were correctly stated 
in the statement of work for that area.”  
 
 

In addition, the USACE technical/scientific contractor, Leidos, finalized two Remedial Action Completion 
Reports (RACRs): one for the Operable Unit (OU)-1 West Burn Pads (Area South of the Road), also known 
as WBPS, and one for OU-8 Line 1 Structures.  Leidos accomplished that with such speed by planning for 
the future and laying out a schedule of work and documents to be completed, according to Matthew P. 
Bange, environmental engineer of the Leidos Environmental Planning and Restoration Portfolio. 
 
“We work hard to ensure that, when we start writing such closeout reports, we have all of the needed 
data, so that delays or surprises are minimized. We have a strong multi-disciplinary team that draws on 
our years of prior FUSRAP experience working with USACE and regulators,” Bange said, commenting that 
Leidos and USACE have a true partnership. “We work closely together to strategically determine the 
most efficient next steps, sequencing and schedule. The relationship is also based on flexibility to ac-
count for the dynamic nature of planning, executing and documenting such complicated remedial 
efforts.”  

Bioreactor Treatability Study Update 
 
 Phase 2 (full-scale) tank testing was completed in late  
        December and the results have been positive. 
 Awaiting results from the last sampling event, the 

team will begin data evaluation and reporting in early 
2021. 

 Should have treatability study conclusions and       
recommendations to share at the next RAB meeting!  
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